
CIRCORSmart™ 
PUTTING CRITICAL DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.  

The app designed to make your job easier.

CIRCORSmart is an invaluable tool for keeping track of CIRCOR | IMO products and their maintenance requirements. CIRCORSmart allows 
operators and maintenance technicians to track maintenance on each product, take detailed notes and store them, and attach photos and 
important files for future use. The ability to keep track of product maintenance information at all times contributes to reduced downtime. With 
CIRCORSmart, accessing the info you need has never been easier. If your manufacturing operations use IMO product Series 3E, 3G, 3D, 6D 
or 12D pumps.  This app is a must have for maintaining the health of your critical pump equipment. 

INSTANT INFO.  
IMMEDIATE ANSWERS.

Using QR codes and NFC technology,  
CIRCORSmart accesses essential and  
specific product data almost instantly.  
With the CIRCORSmart app, you’ll  
have access to:

› Product-specific instruction manuals
› FAQ and troubleshooting tips
› Instructional videos
› Spare part requests
› Material records
› The expertise of product specialists

CIRCORSmart

INDUSTRY-LEADING  
INNOVATION.

CIRCOR is known for its difference-making 
solutions and the CIRCORSmart app is 
no exception. CIRCORSmart’s constant 
access to critical information paired with 
the reliability of CIRCOR’s products keep 
downtime to an absolute minimum.
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PRODUCTIVITY-ENHANCING 
FEATURES.

CIRCORSmart serves not just as a source  
for answers but also as an invaluable tool  
for keeping track of products and their  
maintenance schedules. CIRCORSmart  
allows you to:

› Track maintenance on each product
› Take detailed notes 
› Attach photos and important files

GET THE APP.

Discover the difference in having immediate 
access to critical information and product 
tracking on your operation and its uptime. 
Download the CIRCORSmart app today.

Watch the video to learn more.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR: IMO 3E, 3G, 3D, 6D and 12D PRODUCT SERIES!

https://youtu.be/TReM1v1-spM
https://vimeo.com/511639042/e134dd21ad
https://youtu.be/TReM1v1-spM

